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In slowly flaring horns the wave fronts can be considered approximately plane
and the input impedance can be calculated with the transmission line method (short
cones in series). In a rapidly flaring horn the kinetic energy of transverse flow adds
to the local inertance, resulting in an effective increase in length when it is located
in a pressure node. For low frequencies corrections are available. These fail at higher
frequencies when cross-dimensions become comparable to the wavelength, causing
resonances in the cross-direction. To investigate this, the pipe radiating in outer
space is modelled with a finite difference method. The outer boundaries must be fully
absorbing as the walls of an anechoic chamber. To achieve this, Berenger’s perfectly
matched layer technique is applied. Results are presented for conical horns, they
are compared with earlier published investigations on flanges. The input impedance
changes when the largest cross-dimension (outer diameter of flange or diameter
of the horn end) becomes comparable to half a wavelength. This effect shifts the
position of higher modes in the pipe, influencing the conditions for mode locking,
important for ease of playing, dynamic range and sound quality.
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1. Introduction

Most wind instruments are nearly cylindrical or conical. Sometimes they are
provided of a horn at the open end, supposedly for increasing the radiation to
the surroundings, though the trumpet, definitely louder than a flute, would not
need this (see Fig. 1).
Since a horn is a bore perturbation over a certain length, its influence is

dependent on the mode so it may have a function in the tuning of the instru-
ment. A cylindrical flute has a long gradual taper toward the embouchure, which

(1) This paper was presented at the Vienna Talk 2010 conference (Nederveen, 2010)
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Fig. 1. Three wind instruments with and without horns at the radiating open end
(x and y scales are different).

influences the tuning between the modes; a clarinet ends in a catenoidal horn
which compensates for the tuning shifts in the second register due to the speaker
hole and the volume of the closed holes (Nederveen, 1998). In both cases the
bore changes are sufficiently gradual to allow assuming wave fronts to be ap-
proximately plane and using the transmission line (TL) method (short cones in
series) for calculating the input impedance. Figure 2 shows a basic situation of
a cylinder of length La joined to a cone of length Lba. The input radius of the
cone is a, its output radius b. For low frequencies, assuming the horn short with
respect to the wavelength, applying the TL method, the cone can be described
as a length correction Le to the cylinder of

Le = (a/b) [Lba + (a/b)Lb] , (1)

where in the case of an unflanged open end, Lb = 0.613b (Nederveen, Dal-
mont, 2008).

Fig. 2. Dimensions of a cylinder with a short cone.
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When the flare of the horn is large there will be cross flow which demands ki-
netic energy. In that case we may apply a fit formula for an extra series impedance
to be added to the input impedance of the conical tube piece (Nederveen, Dal-
mont, 2008).

Zextra =
jρc

πa2
a

b
kLba


 1.6

√

1 +

(
0.821(b − a)

Lba

)1.6

− 1


 . (2)

The correction becomes important for (b−a)/Lba > 0.1. This expression can
be used successfully up to Lba = 0 (flanges). It fails at higher frequencies where
resonances occur in the transverse direction. Investigating this was the aim of
the present study.
An indication of what may happen can be seen from a previous study of the

end correction of a flange. It was found that resonances across the flange change
the end correction irregularly (Dalmont et al., 2001). Results are given in Fig. 3
for a circular flange with b = 5a. As can be observed, a peak in Le/a occurs at
ka ≈ 0.3, or kb ≈ 1.5 ≈ π/2, approximately a quarter-wavelength.

Fig. 3. End correction δ (or Le) for a flange, divided by the pipe radius a, as a function of
ka; Flange radius b = 5a. Top: real part; bottom: imaginary part/(ka). Dotted lines: theory
for infinite and zero flange; ++: calculation with boundary element method; drawn line:

measurements, dashed line: fit formula (Nederveen, Dalmont, 2008).

This also can be expected to happen in a short horn at the end of a trumpet,
which resembles a flange. This may influence the positions of the higher over-
tones. The exact positions of these overtones is important, they should preferably
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be close to harmonically related because of the coupling to the excitation, which
has a harmonic spectrum.
The present paper describes studies on conical horns attached to a cylindri-

cal tube. They were made in the workshop of the Laboratoire d’Acoustique de
l’Université du Maine in Le Mans, France. Their input impedance spectra were
measured in the anechoic chamber of the Le Mans laboratory. Input impedances
were calculated with the TL method without (called 1D) and with (called 3D)
cross-flow correction, and with the finite difference method (FDM). The results
obtained by the various methods are compared.

2. The Finite Difference Method (FDM)

The Helmholtz equation describes the sound field in the pipe and the open
space it radiates into. In the finite difference method (FDM) grid points are
fitted in the domain for which in three-dimensional Cartesion space discretization
equations are set up for every point:

6∑

1

pn − p0
h2n

+ k2p0 = 0. (3)

When the grid is uniform, hn = h. Since the pipes are rotationally symmet-
ric, cylindrical co-ordinates are used to make the field two-dimensional, saving
on computer capacity (Nederveen, Dalmont, 2008). Taking the axial (z) di-
rection 2–4 and the radial (r) direction 1–3, the discretization equation is (see
Fig. 4)

4∑

1

pn − p0
h2n

+
p3 − p1

r(h3 + h1)
+ k2p0 = 0. (4)

Fig. 4. Computational module for FDM calculations.

In the horn, the points are fitted to the curved walls of the pipe in a stepwise
manner. To save on computer capacity the outer space must be bounded in
some way. For a smooth transfer in the first outer layer of thickness Lsur (for
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example 10 points) the same equation is used. In the next layer of thickness
LPML Berenger’s PML (perfectly matched layer) technique is used. In this layer,
absorption gradually increases, mimicking the absorbing walls of an anechoic
chamber. There are various ways to implement this (Berenger, 1994; Yan
et al., 1997; Taflove, Hagness, 2005). It appeared most convenient to make
the grid spacing progressively complex to the outside. For example, if the PML
absorbing layer is extending to the right the grid dimensions become

h4 = h
(
1− 5i(m/mmax)

3
)
. (5)

where m is the layer number and mmax the thickness of the absorbing layer (for
example 10 units).
The limited accuracy due to the discretization is improved by plotting the

results against the reciprocal of the number of points and extrapolating to zero,
yielding an estimate for an infinite number of points.

3. Results

As an introductory example we show some results of a FDM calculation for
a combination of a conical pipe attached to a short cylinder with dimensions
(symbols explained in Fig. 2)

[La a Lba b Lsur LPML] = [1 3 22 12 15 30]. (6)

In Figs. 5 and 6 the field lines of the pressure are plotted in 2D and 3D for
ka = 1.2 (approximately 6600 Hz). Because of the requirements of the computing
and plotting programs, cell numbering and pipe dimensions do not coincide and

Fig. 5. Two-dimensional plot of the lines of equal pressure in a cylinder-cone combination.
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Fig. 6. Three-dimensional plot of pressure field in a cylinder-cone combination. The cone
is to the left of the cylinder.

the pressure level backwards of the pipe entrance has been set to unity. Apart
from these cosmetic shortcomings, the presence of waves in the transverse direc-
tion is apparent. It also can be observed that the pressure smoothly goes to zero
toward the boundaries, no unwanted waves due to reflections are visible.

3.1. Cylinder with a long conical horn

The dimensions of the first cylinder/cone combination investigated (sketched
in Fig. 7), are in mm

[La a Lba b] = [88 9.9 75 39.5]. (7)

Although the same dimensions could be chosen for the FDM tube, this would
seriously complicate the grid. Instead, a choice of slightly different dimensions
leads to whole numbers:

[La a Lba b Lsur LPML] =M [18 2 15 8 10 20]. (8)

M is a multiplier increasing the number of points and consequently the accuracy;
it is bounded by the computer capacity, is this case M ≤ 8. Results in Fig. 8
pertain to M = 4.
Measurements on the various pipe combinations were performed at a temper-

ature of 21◦C. So in all calculations the velocity of sound at that temperature was
assumed, viz. 343 m/s. FDM calculations were performed for ka = 0.02:0.01:1.4,
corresponding to a frequency range between 110 and 7700 Hz. Impedances ob-
tained in the four ways described above are plotted in Fig. 8. The relative posi-
tions of the peaks are given in Fig. 7. The ratios of the peak positions for the 1D
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Fig. 7. Absolue value of input impedance as a function of frequency for a cylinder with
a long cone, determined in four different ways (vertically shifted).

Fig. 8. Shape of the combination of cylinder with long cone, Relative positions of modes
in a cylinder with a long cone.

and 3D TL methods changes; because the horns are rather long and the inertance
corrections have an effect dependent of the position in the sound field.
It can be observed that the peaks of both the FDM and the measurements

flatten out above 4500 Hz. This approximately corresponds to a wavelength of the
exit diameter of the horn, 80 mm. Apparently, resonances in the cross direction
destroy the resonances predicted by the TL methods.
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The cone can be considered as a length correction to the cylinder, the correc-
tion coefficient is is plotted in Fig. 9. Its value at zero (extrapolated) = 2.15. The
value earlier published by Nederveen and Dalmont (2008) is 2.33. Calculated
with the approximate Eq. (1) gives Le/a = 2.03.

Fig. 9. Real part of the end correction coefficient Le/a to the cylinder for the long cone,
obtained by FDM.

Table 1 gives the positions of the first peak of the resonance spectrum ob-
tained with the various methods. The value of the 1D-TL calculation is higher,
due to neglect of the transverse flow energy in the horn. TL-3D and FDM cor-
respond better and are closer to the measured value. There may be a systematic
difference, which needs to be studied. It can be due to uncertainties in dimensions
and/or temperature (see the Discussion).

Table 1. Position of first resonance peak for a cylinder with
a long cone obtained with various methods.

Method Measured TL-1D TL-3D FDM

1st peak, Hz 748 766 746 744

Difference +2.4% −0.3% −0.5%

3.2. Cylinder with a short conical horn

A second cylinder investigated was one with a short conical horn as sketched
in Fig. 10. The dimensions in mm are:

[La a Lba b] = [89.8 10 12 19.9]. (9)
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For the FDM model we chose (in units)

[La a Lba b Lsur LPML] =M [45 5 6 10 20 40], (10)

where M = 2. Results are given in Figs. 10 and 11 and in Table 2. Impedance
calculations and measurements are plotted in Fig. 11. Figure 10 gives relative
positions of the peaks. Modes are approximately odd harmonics. At 6 kHz the

Fig. 10. Absolute value of imput impedance of a cylinder with a short cone.

Fig. 11. Shape of the combination of cylinder and short cone. Relative positions of modes
in a cylinder with a short cone.
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peaks of both FDM and measurements flatten out, as compared with the TL
calculations. Table 2 gives the positions of the first impedance peaks. As with
the previous horn combination, the first peak shifts when the 3D correction is
added to the TL method. As appears from Fig. 10, all peaks shift more or less
the same; the horn is short, its effects is an extra inertance which is not very
dependent on the frequency, contrary what is observed in Fig. 7 for the previous
combination

Table 2. First resonance peak for a cylinder with a short conical horn.

Method Measured TL-1D TL-3D FDM

1st peak, Hz 859 865 850 855

Difference +0.7% −1% −0.5%

The end correction coefficient to the cylinder can be calculated (Fig. 12). Its
value is nearly constant below 5 kHz, at zero frequency Le/a ≈ 1.1. Above that
frequency it abruptly decreases. Equation (1) gives 0.9.

Fig. 12. Real part of the end correction coefficient Le/a to the cylinder for the short cone,
obtained by FDM.

4. Discussion

To get an impression of the absolute accuracy of the methods, a cylinder
without horn is investigated. Both TL methods gives a value for the first peak
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about 0.5% lower than the measured value. The FDM gave a value 0.3% higher.
The deviations may be due to dimensional and temperature uncertainties. This
needs to be investigated in detail. At this stage of the investigations the accuracy
is estimated to be ± 0.5%.
The transition line (TL) method is very useful for the calculation of the first

resonance peak of the impedance spectrum. In the case of a rapidly flaring horn
a 3D correction is effective: the value found with TL-1D can be too high. A short
conical horn can be described as a length correction, in a way comparable to that
of a flange, provided the frequency is not too high. For a longer horn, resonances
can occur in length as a well as in cross direction and complicate the simple
picture. At higher frequencies the FDM results correspond much better with the
measurements than the TL methods. TL methods are fast and conveniently ap-
plied. The FDM is cumbersome, a program must be written, there are limitations
to the choice of the dimensions.

5. Conclusions

For calculating the input impedance of an arbitrary pipe, we conclude that
1. The well-known TL-1D method is useful for pipes flaring not too much.
2. For horns flaring more than 10% a correction for transverse flow, leading
to the so-called TL-3D method is useful for low frequencies.

3. For higher frequencies, where cross-dimensions are no longer small with
respect to the wavelength, the FDM gives better results. This method,
however, is cumbersome.

4. Berenger’s PML absorbing boundary can be implemented successfully in
a FDM calculation scheme.
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